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Vol. VI New York, September, 1921 No. 10
HAVE you ever watched the trial of 
a case in court? If so, you know it 
is worth a year of any man’s life— 
and perhaps two years of a woman’s 
—to learn the difference between 
fact and assumption. For those 
who have not, the following trial- 
court colloquy, occurring in a 
criminal case, is set down:
Prosecutor Glass (examining witness): “Now, 
tell us exactly where you were, and where the 
defendant was, at the time the shot was fired.”
The witness: “ I was in the street, and this man 
(indicating the defendant) run
around the block this way 
(indicating) and come back a 
block farther down. I had 
taken no notice, but I 
know----- ”
Lawyer Mudd (interrupt­
ing) : “I object. The witness 
is stating assumption.”
The Court: “Yes. The wit­
ness must not state his con­
clusions. The jury will make 
their own inferences, of 
course. The witness must 
state only the facts as he 
knows them.”
Lawyer Mudd: “I move 
the answer be stricken out.”
Prosecutor Glass: “The 
witness says he was in the 
street; no assumption in that. ’’
Lawyer Mudd: “That’s all 
right. But he also said the 
defendant ran around the block, when it is evident 
that the witness did not see him do so, but only 
assumes he did so, because he saw him a block 
farther down, and we can’t assume any man into 
the penitentiary, though if it could be done, you—”
The Court (interposing): “The witness said he 
was in the street. That much he knows. But he 
can not be heard to give his conclusions. He says 
he was in the street. Start there, Mr. Glass. The 
jury will disregard the rest.”
Whereupon the perplexed and perspiring witness 
shifts himself into a less comfortable position, in 
keeping with his mental state, and braces himself 
for the next question, hoping against hope that next 
time he may negotiate the situation without draw­
ing the ire of the Court, and making himself 
appear ridiculous.
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If he is successful, he will prove himself a notable 
exception to the rule, for even lawyers, who are 
supposed to know all about the intricacies of court 
procedure, usually make sorry spectacles of them­
selves when they venture upon the witness stand. 
You might think all good pitchers would be good 
batters, being “onto the curves,” so to speak, but 
are they?
The ordinary witness in such a situation will 
repeat the same blunder over and over until what 
he actually knows about the case is lost in a chorus 
of expressions, such as, “I didn’t ask you for your 
opinion, Mr. Witness—stick to the facts—we don’t 
want to know what you 
think — never mind what 
you believe — we want 
facts.”
Whose fault is it that, hour 
after hour, and day after day, 
courts, counsel, and juries 
struggle through such pro­
ceedings, having, at the end, 
only one or two simple facts 
to go on with? The partisan 
spectator may blame one 
lawyer for interrupting all 
the time, or the other lawyer 
for not giving the witness a 
chance. The prosecutor says 
the witness is just naturally 
“dumb.” Lawyer Mudd 
thinks he worked a good turn 
on the prosecutor. The jury 
are impatient. The judge, 
alone, can ease himself by 
adjournment.
Does it not come down to this, that the witness 
did not distinguish between what he knew and 
what he imagined? If he had simply said, “I was 
in the street, and so was the defendant, and the 
defendant ran around the corner, and I didn’t see 
him after that until a minute or two later when I 
saw him in the same street a block away,” it would 
have been a statement of what the witness actually 
saw, without any assumption, and it would have 
answered every legal requirement. Still, the fault is 
not all in the witness, for, when the judge admon­
ished the witness to state only the facts as he knew 
them, the judge himself indulged the assumption 
that the witness would understand the meaning of 
“facts,” when that was plainly not the fact at all.
Well, if you think you know what facts are, stop 
here and write out a definition of that much-used
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word. Write it down, so that after you 
have read further you will not 
assume that was exactly what you 
thought it was.
Now, if you look in a dictionary,
you will see that fact is taken from the Latin, 
factum, from facere, meaning to do, or to make, 
and, therefore, literally, it signifies a thing made or 
done, as distinguished from that which is yet to be 
done, made, or brought about in the future, and, 
likewise, as distinguished from that which we 
assume has happened, or is happening, or will 
happen. A better definition of fact is, that it sig­
nifies a past or present action, being, or state of 
being; but it excludes all matters of mere assump­
tion, expectation, belief, or opinion, and, of course, 
all future matters, since they are necessarily 
assumed.
Now, it is a general rule of the law of evidence 
that a witness may testify only to facts which 
came to his knowledge objectively through the 
medium of his own senses. All else must necessarily 
be either hearsay or assumption, and the law, in a 
search after truth, generally excludes these twin 
sisters of error, except when better evidence is not 
to be had.
Before you protest that such nice legal distinc­
tion is merely unwarranted “technicality,” it 
would be well to reflect that the stake in litigation, 
generally, is life, liberty, or property. A court can 
not do justice until the facts are ascertained, and 
if facts could be established by assumption, the 
court might as well assume the facts at the start 
and thus save the trouble, expense, and delay of 
a trial.
The following is not a narrative of facts. It is 
merely factitious. In an action against a railroad 
company for negligently killing a farmer while 
he was driving, late one dark night, over a grade 
crossing at which the company maintained a flag­
man, this flagman, named Mulligan, testified as a 
witness for his company that as the farmer came 
toward the crossing, the approaching train being 
yet at some distance beyond a curve, he, Mulligan, 
swung his lantern incessantly, but the farmer paid 
no attention, and drove on to his death. A long 
and brow-beating cross-examination failed to shake 
Mulligan’s testimony, and he left the stand with 
the air of a man who had done his duty well, and 
knew it. After the jury had returned a verdict for 
the railroad company, its attorney congratulated 
Mulligan upon his behavior as a witness. “Yes,” 
said Mulligan, modestly, “but suppose one of 
them li’yers had ’av asked me if me lantern was 
lit?” Here, a case was lost, and a family left penni­
less, by a false assumption as to a light.
The substance of it is that, in all ordinary matters 
not requiring special training, knowledge, or skill, 
the witness is required to state only facts which 
he knows. If it be shown that a man was at one 
street corner one minute and at another corner of 
the same block a minute or two later, the jury may 
infer that he passed around the block to get to the 
latter point, but it is evident that the field of error
in such an assumption is very large, 
for there are usually other ways to 
get there.
The unskilfulness of attorneys newly 
brought to the bar is well understood.
They may have had three or four years of special 
training, and be persons of good native ability, 
but the first years of practice will be a disheartening 
grind. It is not so much the want of legal knowledge 
that accounts for the difficulty as it is the failure 
to understand and properly to value facts. In a 
few instances, the law is not clear, but the facts in a 
case seldom are. The worst of it is that facts can 
not be taught. They may only be learned in the 
hard school of experience. Lawyers frequently 
remark that more cases are lost or won on the facts 
than on the law. There are many practicing lawyers 
who study law very little, but when such a man is 
successful, it will be found that he is a thorough 
student of facts, and, what is the same thing, that 
he knows human nature.
And this brings us to another distinction—that 
between law and fact.
You know that law is a rule of conduct. The 
conduct is the fact. The rule of conduct is law. 
When, where, and how a person did an act, is 
matter of fact. When, where, and how he ought 
to have done it, is matter of law. Law is the rule, 
the act is the fact. In the law, you deal only with 
these two things. You first find out what was done, 
and then you measure the legality of the act done 
by the rule of law, as the balance is used to weigh 
the mass. Facts are like the materials you weigh 
in the balance. The law is like the scales, which 
determine the legal weight or character of facts. 
If you have not the facts, you can not weigh them. 
Assumption in a premise is assumption in the 
conclusion. Legal opinion is no better than the 
facts on which it is premised.
Yet, if all facts which are capable of demonstra­
tion were skilfully searched out, and nothing taken 
for granted, there would still be a large number of 
matters which must be accepted as facts when, 
really, they are not; and, prominent among these 
is that matter of opinion, usually treated as a 
fact, called value.
Value is exchangeable worth. It is measured by 
that which may be taken in exchange for it, and 
when that which is taken in exchange is money, 
we have money value.
It is easy to assume that a certain thing has some 
value, but that is matter of assumption, and not 
matter of fact. When a thing is sold for a certain 
price, that is a fact, but to ascribe to the same 
thing a value the same as that which was put upon 
it by the parties to the sale, is to assume that it will 
resell at the same price. Furthermore, to assume 
that a thing is presently worth what it costs is to 
assume that the purchaser exercised sound judg­
ment in the purchase, that the seller used like 
judgment in selling, and that the demand for it 
continues the same—all very rash assumptions. 
If, on the other hand, we accept as present value 
the judgement of an expert, we are taking assumption
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pure and simple, the value of which 
depends upon the amount and kind 
of information which the appraiser 
brings to his task, and his ability to 
use it in the formation of judgment.
In every case, however, value is a matter of judg­
ment which a jury must determine upon the evi­
dence; but their verdict is really not a finding of 
fact, though it is usually so thought of, but is 
merely the expression of their collective judgment.
A lawyer in possession of all the facts of his case 
can render judgments which may be, say, 90 per 
cent. efficient, since, though the law is a maze of 
rules and precedents, yet it is capable of being found 
out by sufficient searching; but the facts in the case 
are never known completely, nor are they capable 
of exact ascertainment, and so the lawyer who is 
50 per cent. efficient is doing well. This, the public 
knows in a vague way, and, though the reason given 
is often wide of the mark, the rule that “a bad 
compromise is better than a good lawsuit,” is one 
that ought to be stamped in every business man’s 
hatband. The lawyer, knowing with what popular 
distrust his work is regarded, has reason to envy 
the man who can set up a financial statement, 
neatly ruled and exhibiting equal footings, in which 
every statement of value is matter of assumption, 
and yet have it generally accepted as a simon-pure 
statement of fact. Such a magician runs even 
ahead of the short-hand reporter, who, though his 
blunders be many, quite generally enjoys the 
implicit confidence of men as being infallible.
There is, of course, a marked difference between 
pure assumption and that assumption which is 
reasonably founded upon ascertained facts, and so, 
whether we deal with facts only, or with conclusions 
drawn from facts, the facts are by many tests 
absolutely the most important things with which 
any professional man has to deal.
One of the obstacles in the way of getting the 
facts is the positive assurance most persons feel 
that their own knowledge is perfect. If you show 
an inclination to test the accuracy of a statement 
made by a client, he is apt to be resentful. Yet, you 
know that two persons, witnesses to the same event, 
rarely agree upon the matter. That is one of the 
tests of accuracy. Too nice an agreement arouses a 
reasonable suspicion of collusion. Their several 
views of an event are like photographs taken from 
different angles; and to this difference, we must 
add the human error in observation. This, too, 
assumes an impartial observer—itself a rash 
assumption.
Another grand distinction is, that in the trial of 
a case at common law, questions of law are for the 
court, but questions of fact are for the jury. In 
equity, the chancellor sits without a jury, and 
passes upon both law and fact. To put it in more 
concrete form, at the trial of a common-law action, 
the judge must say what evidence is admissible, 
must see that the proceedings are conducted in 
legal fashion, and must instruct the jury in the law, 
so that once the jury have determined what the 
facts are, they may apply the right rule of law and
thus reach a true legal conclusion. If 
the verdict be plainly contrary to law, 
the judge may set it aside and grant 
a new trial, except that in a criminal 
case, a verdict of not guilty is final.
If the trial should develop no controversy as to 
the facts, the judge may direct the jury to return 
a particular verdict, since, when the facts are not 
in dispute, the verdict is merely a legal conclusion 
to be drawn from the facts, and that is matter of 
law; but the court can not instruct for a verdict 
of guilty in a criminal case.
Of all vexatious questions, however, the worst 
arises where law and fact are so strangely blended 
that it is difficult to say whether the given question 
be one of law or fact. Such questions are commonly 
called mixed questions of law and fact. Suppose, 
for example, that one is charged with assault with a 
deadly weapon, and the proof shows an assault 
with an ordinary pocket knife. The knife is a 
weapon, but is it a deadly weapon? Here, when 
the weapon is proved, the court must instruct the 
jury in the legal definition of “deadly weapon.” 
The jury must first discover whether an assault 
was made with the particular weapon, and then, 
if they find an assault was made, they must further 
find, by way of legal conclusion, using the definition 
given them by the court, whether the weapon was a 
deadly weapon. Whenever law and fact are so 
curiously mixed, the question is one for the jury to 
decide, but in making their decision, they must be 
guided by legal rules propounded to them by the 
court.
Beginning here, every student who aspires to a 
profession ought to seek to acquire habits of 
thought which tend to an understanding of the 
basic value of facts, and the acquisition of the 
power to know them.
STABILITY, poise, evenness of mind—what­ever one may choose to call the continuity of purpose that is unaffected by changing moods and 
trivial circumstances—this quality is an indispen­
sable attribute of the executive. The subordinate, 
within certain limits, may be light-hearted or 
depressed, or he may give voice to his own vacillat­
ing ideas; but the man who determines policies 
and carries them through must give evidence of 
continuity of purpose—he must have stability. 
No position is so humble that it does not give 
opportunity for growth in this quality—take heed 
to its development, if you seek the responsibilities 
and the rewards of the executive.
THE October issue of The Pace Student will contain an article on “Federal Tax Laws and the Practice of Accountancy,” by John T. 
Kennedy, LL. B. Mr. Kennedy, who was for­
merly a member of the Committee on Appeals and 
Review of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, Wash­
ington, D.C., is now one of the directors of the 
Pittsburgh School of Accountancy, Pace Stand­
ardized Courses, 345 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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The Pace 
Club,
Commit­
tee Re­
port on 
Sixth
Annual
Banquet
HE Banquet Committee of The Pace 
Club has rendered a complete report 
covering the finances and conduct of 
the Sixth Annual Banquet of Pace 
Institute and Associated Schools. The
report contains twenty-three pages, and conforms 
to the highest professional standards in respect to 
arrangement, typing, binding, and the like.
The financial and other matters are exceptionally 
well presented in the report. We regret that the 
length of the report prevents us from reproducing 
it in full for the benefit of our readers. However, 
the following excerpts give evidence of the char­
acter of the work, and, at the same time, present the 
essential financial facts:
The report has been presented in three exhibits, 
as follows:
Exhibit A—Statement of Revenue and 
Expenditure.
Exhibit B—Proposed Overhead Budget for 
Seventh Annual Banquet—1922.
Exhibit C—Comments and Recommenda­
tions with Respect to Sixth Annual Banquet 
—1921.
EXHIBIT A—STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND 
EXPENDITURE
Income from Ticket Sales (1376 at $3.75) $5,160.00 
Basic Cost of Dinners on Ticket Sales
(1374 at $3)............................................... 4,122.00
Net Amount Available for Overhead 
Expenses.................................................... $1,038.00
Overhead:
1. Arrangements: Entertainment and
Service (per Schedule A1)........... $1,345.81
2. Publicity (per Schedule A2)............ 225.64
3. Clerical and Organization (per
Schedule A3)................................... 47.55
Total Overhead.................................. 1,619.00
Deficit................................................... $ 581.00
SCHEDULE A1
1. Arrangements:
(A) Entertainment:
(1) Speaker......................................... $ 50.00
(2) Music:
(a) Orchestra (incl. dinners
$20.00)............................... 176.00
(b) Organist................................. 25.00
(c) Song leader (incl. dinner
$3.00)................................. 28.00
(d) Quartet (incl. Dramatic
Reader) (cash $75.00; 
dinners $12.00).............. 87.00
(3) Toastmaster (no cost)................................
(4) Dramatic Reader (incl. in
Quartet)....................................................
Total Cost of Entertain­
ment ................................... $366.00
(B) Service:
(1) Hotel Contract:
(a) Menu (dinner cost distrib­
uted above)..........................................
(b) Cigars (813 at 15c.)........... 121.95
(c) Flowers for Speakers’ Table 25.00
(d) Table Decorations, Diners’
Tables (no extra cost).......................
(e) Tipping Waiters (not done) ...............
(f) Clearing Floor for Dancing. 150.00
(g) Serving Punch During
Dance (15 gal.)................ 75.00
(2) Printing Tickets....................... 78.50
(3) Class Quota Signs.................... 35.00
(4) Printing Programs................... 120.00
(5) Purchase of:
(a) Cigarettes.............................. 15.00
Cigars (hotel contract)..........................
(b) Balloons................................. 30.00
(c) Hats........................................ 60.00
(d) Song Sheets.......................... 9.50
(e) Badges................................... 12.56
(f) Banquet Photographs (no
cost to Club).......................................
(g) Horns and Noisemakers
(none provided)..................................
(6) Printing of Seating List......... 217.55
(7) Ushers........................................ 30.00
Total Cost of Service......... $979.81
Total Cost of Enter­
tainment and Services. $1,345.81
SCHEDULE A2
2. Publicity:
(A) Advertising Letters.........................$ 167.61
(B) Council Meetings............................ 58.03
Total Cost of Publicity.............$ 225.64
SCHEDULE A3
3. Clerical and Organization:
Miscellaneous Expenses.....................$ 47.55
EXHIBIT B
Exhibit B contains valuable recommendations which have 
been offered as a basis upon which to work in making 1922 
banquet contracts, and in deciding upon the price of banquet 
tickets.
EXHIBIT C
Exhibit C contains a history of the Committee’s work as 
well as the Committee’s recommendations to future com­
mittees charged with the duty of managing a banquet. The 
comments made are presented with respect to arrangement, 
publicity, and clerical work.
THE Executive Council of the Pace Club, Boston, Mass., met in regular meeting on June 28, at 8:30 p.m. Twelve delegates were 
present, including H. J. Bornhofft, C.P.A. (N.H.), 
manager of Pace Institute, Boston, and Mr. W. C. 
Hogardt. The meeting was called to order by the 
acting president, Daniel F. Crowley. Mr. Hogardt 
was appointed temporary secretary. After several 
reports, the Executive Council proceeded to the 
election of officers for the ensuing year. The follow­
ing officers were elected:
Meeting of 
Executive 
Council, 
Pace Club, 
Boston
President 
Vice-president 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Asst. Secretary
The following chairmen
William A. Doering 
Daniel F. Crowley 
Miss Anna V. Cullen 
William C. Hogardt 
Miss M. H. Kramer 
of committees were
appointed by the newly elected president:
Harry E. Gerry 
William C. Hogardt 
Paul F. Haroth 
Edward J. Grady
Educational Committee 
Social Committee 
Banquet Committee 
Publicity Committee 
The Executive Council decided to hold a banquet
of the Pace Club of Boston during the month of 
October.
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Q
THIS Department 
does not publish an­
swers to all of the 
questions received, 
but only to those
which we deem to be of general 
interest to our readers. A com­
munication, in order to receive 
attention, must contain the name 
and the address of the person
asking the question.
IT seems, generally speaking, that when we arrive at a selling price, overhead is based as a per­centage on the cost. The writer, however, is 
personally acquainted with a system, not a manu­
facturing concern, where overhead is based as a 
percentage on the selling price. I am, there­
fore, under the impression that overhead, like 
profit, is based as a percentage on sales rather 
than cost, where the organization is not a manu­
facturing concern. Can overhead, therefore, be 
based as a percentage on either cost or selling price, 
depending, of course, on the organization involved?
In determining percentage ratios in the mer­
chandising business, it is a common trade custom 
to base such ratios on selling price rather than on 
cost. The procedure is theoretically incorrect, but 
is a trade practice well established, and one in a 
particular trade is required to conform more or less 
to trade custom.
In manufacturing accounting, overhead ratios 
should preferably be calculated on cost.
I AM enclosing a copy of a problem that has been much discussed among the members of our staff of 
accountants in the past few days, 
along with the several solutions which
have been offered during this discussion; as a for­
mer Pace graduate, I would appreciate it very 
much if you will comment on these solutions, stat­
ing under what condition each would be a correct 
solution. The problem follows:
A and B purchase an invoice of cotton consisting 
of two hundred bales, for which they pay $20,000.00. 
Of this amount, A contributes $12,500.00 and B 
$7,500.00. Later, C offers $10,000.00 for a one- 
third interest in this invoice, which A and B 
accept. You are asked to submit figures on which 
to base the distribution of this $10,000.00, so that 
both A and B will receive absolute justice and that 
they may all continue equally interested in the 
venture. The solutions follow:
No. 1.
Withdrawal of original investment by 
A and B:
A Withdrawal, $12,500.00 -$6,666.67 $5,833.33
B Withdrawal, 7,500.00 - 6,666.67 833.33
Premium on sale of one-third interest to C:
$10,000.00 -$6,666.67 =$3,333.33
A 50% of $3,333.33............................ $1,666.67
B 50% of $3,333.33............................ 1,666.67
Distribution of $10,000.00 paid by C:
A $5,833.33 and $1,666.67, total.......  $7,500.00
B 833.33 and 1,666.67, total.......  2,500.00
A CORPORATION advertised a contemplated issue of capital stock. Subscriptions are received for the total amount. Is the subscription 
a true account receivable to the corporation—that 
is, could the corporation enforce collection from 
the subscribers? If there is any limitation to this 
right, what is it?
The same corporation advertised a contemplated 
issue of $50,000.00 of bonds. Subscriptions are 
received for the total amount. Are the subscriptions 
true accounts receivable of the corporation—that 
is, can the corporation enforce collection from the 
bondholders?
Is there any difference in the account receivable 
in connection with bond subscription and in con­
nection with the stock subscription?
In the absence of any special clause in the sub­
scription agreements, the corporation, or any one 
legally acting in its behalf, such as a receiver, could 
enforce collection from the subscribers or signers 
of the agreement up to the full amount that they 
had subscribed for. With the exception of the 
contents of the agreement itself or where fraud had 
occurred, there is no limitation of this right of the 
corporation to collect its subscription agreements.
The above applies as well to subscriptions for 
bond issues as to subscriptions for capital stock; 
and outside of the bond subscription agreement 
itself, there is no practical difference between these 
two forms of subscription agreement.
Total........................................ $10,000.00
No. 2.
Withdrawal of original investment by A and B:
A Withdrawal, $12,500.00 -$6,666.67 $5,833.33 
B Withdrawal, 7,500.00 - 6,666.67 833.33
Premium on sale of one-third interest to C: 
$10,000.00 -$6,666.67 =$3,333.33
A ⅝ of $3,333.33.................................$2,083.33
B ⅜ of 3,333.33............................... 1,250.00
Distribution of $10,000 paid by C:
A $5,833.33 and $2,083.33................ $7,916.67
B 833.33 and 1,250.00................. 2,083.33
Total........................................ $10,000.00
No. 3.
Withdrawal of original investment by A and B:
A Withdrawal, $12,500.00 -$6,666.67 $5,833.33 
B Withdrawal, 7,500.00 — 6,666.67 833.33
Premium on sale of one-third interest to C: 
$10,000.00 -$6,666.67 =$3,333.33, 
or 50c on each $1.00 withdrawn.
A $5,833.33 X.50..............................  $2,916,67
B 833.33 X.50.............................. 416.67
Distribution of $10,000.00 paid by C:
A $5,833.33 and $2,916.67................... $8,750.00
B 833.33 and 416.67................. 1,250.00
Total.........................................$10,000.00
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In order to state which method of 
sharing the $10,000.00 turned in by 
C should be employed, it would be 
necessary to have a definite decision 
as to whether A and B are partners.
This matter would depend on their agreement. If 
they only intend to venture on this one invoice, 
then the courts would undoubtedly hold that as 
between themselves they are not partners, even 
though they might be liable to third parties as 
partners. If they are not partners, then A owns 
fifteen twenty-fourths of the venture, and B nine 
twenty-fourths, and each sells to the new man, C, 
enough of his interest to reduce that interest to 
eight twenty-fourths. Hence, A sells a seven 
twenty-fourths interest in the venture and B sells 
a one twenty-fourth interest, which necessitates 
A’s taking seven-eighths of the $10,000.00 paid in 
by C, and B’s taking one-eighth of the $10,000.00. 
This corresponds to Solution Number Three.
If A and B, as between themselves, intended a 
partnership with the probability of continuing 
their joint ventures at various times in the future, 
the next question is whether the bringing in of C 
dissolved the old partnership. If so, then the 
premium paid by C becomes profit for the old 
partnership, and, in the absence of an agreement, 
would be divided equally between A and B. This 
corresponds to Solution Number One.
If the taking in of C does not dissolve the old 
partnership, but simply modifies it without destroy­
ing it, another solution results. It is probable that 
many courts would hold that the old partnership 
was not dissolved, especially since A and B both 
consented to take in C. From this point of view, no 
partnership profit results, but simply an adjust­
ment of capital interests. So A and B would each 
draw out capital to make their contributions equal, 
and would draw out the premium paid by C in the 
proportion of their original contributions. This 
corresponds to Solution Number Two.
Q WILL you please explain the difference, if any, between a “Fidelity Bond,” and a 
“Fiduciary Bond ” ?
“Fidelity Bond” and “Fiduciary Bond” are terms 
expressing a commercial, rather than a legal, dis­
tinction. Bach is a conditional bond, the condition 
in each case being the faithful performance of duty 
by some person whose fidelity to some trust is to be 
assured. When such a bond is given by a fiduciary, 
it is properly called a fiduciary bond. When it 
assures performance of duty by one who is not a 
fiduciary, in the legal sense, it is called a fidelity 
bond.
The word “fiduciary” applies to such persons as 
trustees, executors, administrators, and guardians. 
Agents and servants hold a position of trust, in a 
popular sense, but they are not usually fiduciaries. 
The main point of distinction is that a fiduciary, as, 
for example, a guardian, has funds which he must 
handle for the sole benefit of another who has no 
voice in the management of the funds; whereas, an 
ordinary agent or servant, as, for example, a bank
runner, while intrusted with funds 
solely for another’s benefit, has no 
discretion in their handling, and is 
constantly subject to control by his 
principal or employer. The law takes
notice of this practical distinction, and lays down 
for the fiduciary a higher standard of duty, as ex­
pressed in the familiar rule that “a fiduciary is 
bound to exercise the highest good faith in all 
matters touching his trust.”
The obligation of a bond springs from the terms 
of the bond itself, but the language of the bond 
may be interpreted in the light of the duty, per­
formance of which it was given to assure.
IT seems to me that somewhere or other the question came up as to whether or not a corpora­tion could acquire its own capital stock, and I 
believe the answer was that it could not. If this is 
so, why can not the officers so elect if they so desire?
We refer you to the answer to a question in a 
recent issue of The Pace Student which covers 
this point.
We are informed that the purchase by a corpora­
tion of its capital stock is not wholly prohibited, 
but it must be limited to those cases and situations 
where payment therefor can be, and is, made out 
of surplus profits. Grasselli Chemical Co. v 
Aetna Explosives, 258 Fed. 66; also in re Bruech, 
etc., Co. 258 Fed. 69.
The officers have no power to authorize the 
reacquirement of capital stock unless such power 
is delegated to them by the stockholders.
IN regard to the distribution of overhead in connection with cost accounting, I note that your text on the subject states that in regard to 
jobs finished before the month is out, that an 
estimated rate of overhead cost per hour of pro­
duction must be used.
In the usual business where a number of jobs or 
processes are carried on at the same time, and 
finished at odd times during the month, and new 
ones started, etc., will not such an estimate on 
each one hopelessly mix up any possible correction 
of the balance of the overhead at the end of the 
month, in order to come out even?
When it is necessary to know the factory cost of 
a job as soon as completed, the percentage of over­
head must be estimated as accurately as possible 
and apportioned to the particular job. This does 
not give absolutely accurate costs, but you must 
remember that all overhead is apportioned on some 
estimate. Consequently, any unit or job cost 
resolves itself into an estimate which is as accurate 
as possible under the conditions existing. Any 
arbitrary overhead percentage must be originally 
established by a keen analysis of overhead per­
centages applying in previous periods when the 
Overhead Account was cleared at the end of each 
period and charged to the various jobs, and by 
clear judgment in regard to the ratio of overhead 
for the future period. Once this percentage is
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established, it is applied to each job 
as soon as completed, and credited 
to the proper overhead account. If 
the balance left in the Overhead 
Account is more or less than the
amount which is calculated as applying to work in 
process at the end of the period, the Overhead 
accounts are adjusted by a contra charge or 
credit to some appropriate account. If results 
leading to the necessity for this correction indi­
cate that a change in rate is necessary, this change 
is then put into effect for succeeding periods.
Perhaps an illustration will best explain it. Let 
us assume the use of the productive-hour basis of 
apportionment, and a ratio, determined from past 
experience, of 50 cents overhead to each pro­
ductive hour. Job No. 1 and Job No. 2 are begun 
on the first of the month, and one is completed on 
the 15th. Overhead charges to that date are 
$1,505.00. Job No. 1 required 2,000 productive 
hours, and Job No. 2 required 1,000 productive 
hours to date. Job No. 1 is then charged with 
$1,000.00 overhead, and this amount is credited 
to the Overhead Account. If we wish to determine 
the accuracy of our ratio at this point, we find that 
the balance left in the Overhead Account, $505.00, 
is equivalent to 50½ cents for each productive 
hour on Job No. 2, the work in process. Hence, our 
arbitrary overhead ratio is probably accurate 
enough, because, during the remainder of the 
month, our overhead may be slightly less than 50 
cents a productive hour. If the ratio of the resultant 
balance in the Overhead Account to the productive 
hours on Job No. 2 were out of proportion—say, 
75 cents instead of 50½ cents—it would indicate 
the necessity for adjustment of the rate and also
for an adjustment of the balance of 
the Overhead Account itself, the con­
tra charge or credit at the time the 
Overhead Account was adjusted be­
ing made to Profit and Loss, to Fin­
ished Goods Inventory, or to Work-in-Process for 
Job No. 1, if Job No. 1 had not been completed.
You will see, therefore, there is no arbitrary rule 
that can be laid down, but that the particular 
subject must be studied in the light of your own 
interpretation and in the light of an understanding 
of overhead.
WHEN a bad debt is placed in the hands of 
an attorney for collection and said attorney
upon collecting the debt remits a statement show­
ing the amount collected less a discount of 15 per 
cent., retained by him as his fee, should the dis­
count be charged to the Bad Debts Account or to 
the Legal Expenses Account?
Attorney’s fees in collecting a bad debt should 
be charged to Legal Expenses Account. If the 
attorney remitted you in full and you paid him his 
fee by check, the amount so paid him could hardly 
be considered as a bad debt. It seems to us, merely 
because he retains his fee before remitting to you, 
the circumstances are no different.
PLEASE advise me whether preferred dividends on cumulative preferred stock should be charged to Factory Cost.
Dividends are a distribution of profit to the 
stockholders. As distributions of profits are not 
expenses, you will see that dividends can not be 
considered as cost.
Fall Activ­
ities at
Pittsburgh 
School of 
Account­
ancy
HE Pittsburgh School of 
Accountancy, conducting 
Pace Standardized 
Courses, announces that 
the following men are in­
cluded in their Accounting
Faculty for the coming year: August 
Hiller, associated with the Business 
Service Company; R. C. Pittinger, 
C.P.A., in public practice; James H. 
Barr, C.P.A., on the staff of MacLean 
& Company, public accountants; John 
H. Gass, deputy controller, Great 
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company; Alfred 
Hamblett, senior accountant, on the 
staff of Marwick-Mitchell Company.
The Pace Club of Pittsburgh was 
recently organized by the students of 
the Pittsburgh School of Accountancy. 
The following officers were elected: 
President, H. M. Werntz.
Vice-President, C. F. Home. 
Secretary, Miss Dorothy Goldstock. 
Treasurer, Miss Goldie Darling. 
Chairman, Athletic Committee, C. F. 
Home.
Chairman, Educational Committee, 
Walter Humiston.
Chairman, Social Committee, P. A. 
Love.
Chairman, Membership Committee, 
J. J. Schoepflin.
Article II and Sections I, II, and III 
of Article III of the Constitution of the 
Pace Club of Pittsburgh are given 
herewith:
Article II 
OBJECT
The object of this Club shall be to 
foster a spirit of unity and fellowship 
among the students of the Pittsburgh 
School of Accountancy and other Pace 
Schools, the members of the accounting 
professions, and others engaged in 
private accounting service.
Article III 
MEMBERSHIP
Section I, Regular Membership. 
Any student or graduate of the Pace 
Courses is qualified for regular member­
ship in the Club. Applications for 
membership will be recommended by 
the Membership Committee and 
approved by the Club Council. Initia­
tion fee of one ($1.00) dollar is payable 
upon application. Dues, twenty-five 
($0.25) cents monthly, payable in 
advance.
Section II, Special Membership. 
Upon recommendation of the Member­
ship Committee and Club Council and 
election by a majority of the Club mem­
bers present, accountants in private
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and public practice may be elected to 
Special Membership in the Club. Initia­
tion fee of two ($2.00) dollars is payable 
upon application. Dues, three ($3.00) 
dollars per annum, payable semi­
annually in advance.
Section III, Honorary Member­
ship. Upon recommendation of the 
Membership Committee and Club 
Council and election by a favorable vote 
of three fourths of the members of the 
Club present, members of the Admin­
istrative Staff and Faculty of the Pitts­
burgh School of Accountancy and of the 
Pace Organization may be elected to 
honorary memberships. Members of the 
accounting profession who render signal 
services in connection with accountancy 
education are also eligible for honorary 
membership. No dues or fees shall be 
paid by honorary members.
STUDENTS in the Day Classes at Pace 
Institute, New York, have enjoyed, 
during the past summer, trips of inspec­
tion to several factories and business 
organizations. Among the places visited 
were the New York Stock Exchange, 
the Loose-Wiles Biscuit Company, the 
Federal Reserve Bank, and the Ward 
Baking Company. A series of special 
lectures at Pace Institute supplemented 
the trips.
Students’
Questions
and
Answers
( Continued)
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Editorial A VACATION is a subject of much 
interest and enjoyment, no mat­
ter whether you are looking 
forward to one, participating in 
one, or considering one in the past. 
Certainly, one is cheered up dur­
ing the winter and spring months 
with the prospect of a brief
respite from the grind of routine; and, certainly, 
the normal person derives a lot of pleasure from 
“mixing it up” with Nature, even if sore muscles 
or a sunburned skin are painful. But best of all is 
the pleasure that comes afterward—the joy of 
talking it over, of settling into your own little bed, 
of putting your feet under the accustomed place 
at the table, of taking up the routine that seems, 
strangely enough, quite pleasurable. In September, 
every one is in this post-vacation mood—pleased 
with his board and lodging, clear of mind, strong 
of body, and ready to do big business in study or in 
trade. This is the time of the year for definite 
commitments and for aggressive, developmental 
action.
THIS year has been one of conservation, of careful progress, of planning, and of prepara­tion for the activities of the upward swing in busi­
ness. Thousands of students have applied to their 
own affairs the principles that business men have 
applied to the affairs of their organizations—they 
have conserved their resources, have retained their 
positions, and are preparing by means of intensive 
study for greater responsibilities and greater re­
wards in the upward swing that will soon be due.
Meeting
Emergen­
cies
I WAS reading the other day about an American aviator whose machine, during one of the offensives in 1917, was brought down behind the 
German lines, in full view of a company of gray- 
clad soldiers. The machine was but little damaged, 
and the aviator himself was unhurt.
 This aviator had been a famous football player 
in his undergraduate days before the war. When
his machine struck the ground, he climbed out of 
his seat, looked around, and saw the enemy’s 
soldiers closing in on him from all sides. Then, as 
coolly as though in a football game he were standing 
on his own forty-yard line waiting for a punt, he 
emptied his gasoline tank, poured the gasoline 
over his machine, lighted a match to one of the 
splinters, and calmly folded his arms. When the 
soldiers reached him, his machine was a mass of 
flames. They took the aviator prisoner, but the 
plane they left in the field, a burning mass of 
wreckage.
I thought, when I finished reading this, of how, 
daily, young American business men are confronted 
with emergencies that call for quick and decisive 
action. I thought of how they handle themselves in 
these emergencies—how some of them, cool and 
self-possessed, grasp the situation in an instant, 
and act correctly and decisively; and how others 
hesitate, doubtful, afraid of themselves and the 
consequences of their acts. It is not hard to see 
from which group the leaders of to-morrow will 
come. Emergencies test the metal of men. He 
who can meet the emergencies that confront him 
with assurance, based on knowledge, may be cer­
tain that, in one respect, at least, he possesses the 
qualifications that make for leadership.
DEFLATION is an all-around matter—it can not be carried very far in respect to commodi­ties, unless it takes place in respect to wages and 
salaries. Many men with a normal earning capacity 
of, say, $3,000 a year, who were able to market their 
services for $5,000 or $6,000 a year during the 
inflated war period, and many of whom have not 
developed their capacity to a normal standard of 
$5,000 or $6,000 a year, confidently expect that 
shirts and shoes and coal, and all of the other 
things that they buy, will decline in price, while 
their income will remain on the inflated basis. 
Can’t be done, brother, except upon the basis of 
more value delivered. The only way to maintain 
the war rate is to increase the value of your services. 
If you fail to do this, prepare for your share of the 
post-war deflation.
THE great, economic stream of the world, which was deflected and distorted by the artificial conditions of war, is rapidly returning to its normal 
course. That is to say, the fixing of prices by the 
Government, and the employment of millions of 
persons by the Government at arbitrary salaries, 
which temporarily interfered with normal economic 
bargaining, has given way to normal business 
procedures; jobs are becoming worth-while, both 
to the mechanic and to the executive; the well- 
trained man secures a preference over the poorly 
trained man, and unemployment, when it occurs, 
is forced upon the latter. In sum, we are fast 
approaching a time of “normalcy,” when the 
industry of the people will once more create in full 
measure the comforts of life and the surplus of 
wealth for which this Nation has long been noted.
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Facts Pace Student
Organiza­
tion
Good-will
HAVE you all your facts?” How 
frequently executives, in talk­
ing to their associates or subordinates, 
are compelled to ask this question.
Few things react more unfavorably 
on an executive considering an important organi­
zation step or policy than the idea that part of 
what is presented to him for consideration and de­
cision is accurate and the remainder mere guess­
work or personal opinion.
Here is a lesson for every aspiring young business 
man. When you lay something before the chief, 
have your ideas and recommendations thoroughly 
buttressed with facts and data that you know are 
accurate. Take a little longer, if necessary, in 
preparing your recommendation. Don’t expect to 
“bluff through” what you are not sure of. It 
doesn’t pay. Better have the reputation for pains­
taking care and certainty than for speed at the 
sacrifice of accuracy. Be sure of your facts before 
you lay your recommendation on the chief’s desk.
SOME business organizations have a way of building good-will that is both effective and economical. The process begins by putting you at 
your ease from the moment you hand your card to 
the girl at the information desk. An experience of 
mine, the other day, is an excellent illustration. 
My card was taken—not seized—by the girl at the 
information desk, and given to an intelligent- 
looking boy with the words, “Mr. Blank wishes to 
see Mr. Smith. Find out if Mr. Smith is busy.” 
The boy returned presently, and said that Mr. 
Smith would be busy for about ten minutes 
Would I wait? I would; and was shown to a chair 
in the waiting-room—a chair that was really 
comfortable.
I looked around the room. On the floor was a 
rich rug of subdued design. One or two well-chosen 
pictures hung on the wall. At one side of the room 
stood a heavy, dark-oak, library table. The maga­
zines on it were arranged in neat piles, and the 
table itself showed that it had been carefully 
dusted not long before. I picked up a trade maga­
zine, and, before I realized that my ten minutes 
were up, I was told that Mr. Smith was ready to 
see me.
I was feeling good when I went into Mr. Smith’s 
office. He received me courteously, listened to 
what I had to say, gave me his decision on the 
matter, and bade me good-day. Altogether, I had 
not been in the offices of Mr. Smith’s company 
more than twenty minutes, but those twenty 
minutes made more of an impression on me than 
the several hours that I spent that day in other 
offices. And the impression was one of courtesy 
and good-will.
The point of this is, that when I get an oppor­
tunity to speak a good word for this organization,
I will speak it. And no organization, be it ever so 
large, can afford to disregard the cumulative 
effect of the impressions it makes, as an organiza­
tion, upon the people who call at its offices.
The Office 
talkerDO you have an “office-talker” in your organization? You know the chap. He is always ready to add 
his contribution to any conversation 
that he can break into. He is con­
stantly dropping in at your office or stopping at 
your desk. If he is making an oral report, he takes 
more time than is necessary, and keeps on adding 
details until you are sick of the whole subject.
The “office-talker” is not necessarily a gossip or 
a tale-bearer. He usually talks about business 
matters, and would bitterly resent being called a 
“time-waster.” Nevertheless, he does waste time— 
both his own and that of the people to whom he 
talks. He needs to cultivate brevity of expression. 
Folks will like him better, and he will be a much 
more valuable member of his organization.
 DO you stop to consider the physical things that underlie all business activity—the 
things upon which the bank, the trust company, 
the commodity exchange, and many other of the 
mechanisms of modem business depend? Under­
neath all of these mechanisms are natural resources, 
such as ores, oils, timber, and productive soils, 
from which physical commodities are produced, 
and which are carried along by various routes 
toward the consumer by means of physical trans­
portation. The commodities along these routes 
are placed for caretaking in storage of one kind or 
another, and many are converted by manufactur­
ing operations and processes into forms suited for 
ultimate use. Whenever one finds it difficult to 
grasp the meaning of a warehouse receipt, a bill 
of lading, a draft, or an intricacy of exchange, it 
helps to think back to the physical aspects of the 
matter—somewhere it must tie back to a funda­
mental, simple, physical fact.
STEVENSON once said, “One person I have to make good, myself; my duty to my neighbor is to make him happy.”
In applying this dictum to our life to-day, I take 
it that the great Scotchman did not mean that we 
should avoid correcting business errors on the part 
of a business associate or subordinate, or that we 
should hesitate to give kindly counsel to our friend 
who may have a mistaken idea of what is right and 
good. He did mean, though, I feel, that, so far as 
goodness is concerned, our first duty is to ourselves 
—we are more likely to influence others for good 
by serving as a conspicuous example than by con­
tinually preaching the efficacy of goodness as a 
personal attribute in others.
But of happiness among friends and associates, 
either in business or social relationships, there can 
never be too much. The smile, the friendly hand­
shake, the sincere word of greeting, all go far to 
make work easier, business pleasanter. If each one 
of us practised diligently Stevenson’s credo— 
goodness for myself, happiness for others—our own 
little world would be distinctly a better place in 
which to live and to work.
National 
Resources
Goodness
and
Happiness
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Govern­
ment
Letters
THE Government is 
confronted with an 
enormous amount of 
letter-writing. For 
example, in the In­
come Tax Unit, at 
the time it was reor­
ganized by the writer 
in 1918 and 1919, 
approximately three 
thousand pieces of
mail matter, principally letters and tel­
egrams, were received each day. Prac­
tically all of the answers were of an 
extremely technical nature, a letter often 
requiring three or four pages of closely 
written matter. There were three hun­
dred and twenty employees concerned in 
the dictation of these letters, and after 
they were approved by department 
heads, they were read by a staff of twenty 
expert technicians and proof-readers, 
under the direction of a member of the 
bar versed in the tax law. This final read­
ing was necessary in order to guard 
against slips and errors of one kind and 
another. Many other departments of the 
Government have a similar or a larger 
task, and the work in the aggregate is 
stupendous.
In view of the foregoing, the recent 
announcement of Postmaster-General 
Hays, in respect to the writing of letters 
on the part of the employees of the Post- 
Office Department, is of interest. The 
New York Times, in an editorial com­
ment on this matter, made the following 
statement:
“The latest proclamation of Mr. Hays 
relates to the way in which he wants all 
his subordinates to phrase the letters 
which they themselves have occasion 
to write. He is not one of the too- 
business-like persons who think that 
courteous phrases at the beginning and 
ending of letters are a waste of ink, 
paper, and time; and he is emphatic in 
his exhortation not to be stiff, formal, 
and curt in answering inquiries or deal­
ing with complaints and advice. In other 
words, he wants those for whose immedi­
ate benefit he is trying to humanize the 
postal service to be themselves human 
beings, feeling and showing a human 
interest in those with whom they carry 
on official correspondence.
“This is good advice, worth heeding 
and following outside of the postal 
service as well as in it. Not only in 
governmental departments does the 
bureaucratic spirit exist, and not only 
there do subordinates—and principals, 
too, for that matter—reveal strange 
illusions as to why they are where they 
are, as to the source of their incomes 
and their powers, and as to the demeanor 
that best befits them.”
We would not, for a moment, damp 
the ardor of any one who aspires to 
“humanize” official correspondence. It 
is singularly lacking in heart-throb 
qualities, and if it is at all possible to 
couch the orders, explanations, sugges­
tions, rulings, and the like put out by 
the Government in more readable and 
neighborly language, it undoubtedly 
should be done.
Practically, we feel constrained to say, 
it can’t be done. Whenever exact state-
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ments are to be made in law or in official 
formal correspondence, many qualifying 
words and phrases must be introduced, 
in order to avoid misunderstandings and 
improper commitments. Fortunately, 
methods and terminology can be devel­
oped, as has been done in practically all 
the departments of the Government, by 
means of which the Government’s 
attitude can be stated with certainty 
and safety. Notwithstanding all of the 
criticisms of departmental and so-called 
“bureaucratic” methods, the official 
correspondence of the Government is 
remarkably good—in any one of the 
departments it is better, we believe, on 
the whole, than a similar amount of 
correspondence taken from the field of 
general business.
An attempt to substitute a friendly 
and informal style, which could not be 
organized and brought to a technical 
basis, would be extremely difficult. It 
may be expected, therefore, that the 
official correspondence of the Post-Office 
Department, if any substantial changes 
in the style are made, will soon settle 
back into the style that has been 
developed by the experience of many 
years. The most we can expect in the 
“humanizing” direction is a little 
softening of the opening salutation and 
the complimentary closing. Many able 
and conscientious workers are devoting 
their lives to the administrative work 
of the Government in the various depart­
ments, and, while the work is not in 
every respect above criticism, it is true 
that they have developed, in a great 
many instances, effective and satis­
factory methods of handling a large 
volume of correspondence and other 
clerical transactions.
IN response to frequent requests, The Pace Student is glad to print, below, a list of the books required for read­
ing in preparation for the “English 
Three Years’ ” Regents’ Examination in 
New York State. As was explained in a 
recent issue of The Pace Student, twelve 
of the fifty-six counts required as a 
preliminary to the C.P.A. and other 
professional examinations maybe earned 
by passing the “English Three Years’” 
examination. The Regents do not 
require that any particular edition of 
the books be purchased.
The list of books required for reading
(English Three Years’ Examination) 
follows:
FIRST YEAR
Required for reading: Six books are 
to be read; two books are to be selected 
from each of two of the following 
groups and one book from each of the 
remaining two groups:
Group 1.
Coleridge’s Ancient Mariner
Old Ballads
Macaulay’s Lays of Ancient Rome, 
including Horatius, Ivry, Virginia 
Scott’s Marmion
Scott’st Lady of the Lake (if not read 
in 8 .h grade)
Group 2 
Cooper’s Pilot 
Cooper’s The Spy 
Dickens’s Tale of Two Cities 
Hughes’s Tom Brown’s School Days 
Scott’s Ivanhoe.
Scott’s Quentin Durward 
Stevenson’s Treasure Island
Group 3.
Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress 
Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels 
Old Testament Narratives
Group 4.
Shakespeare’s Midsummer-Night’s 
Dream
Shakespeare’s As You Like It
Reading 
Require­
ments in 
English 
for New 
York 
State 
Qualify­
ing Cer­
tificates
SECOND YEAR
Required for reading: Five books are 
to be read; two books are to be selected 
from one of the following groups and 
one book from each of the remaining 
three groups:
Group 1.
Byron’s Prisoner of Chillon
Arnold’s Sohrab and Rustum
Goldsmith’s Deserted Village and 
Gray’s Elegy in a Country Church­
yard
Group 2.
Dickens’s Tale of Two Cities (if not 
previously read)
George Eliot’s Silas Marner 
Goldsmith’s Vicar of Wakefield 
Irving’s Sketch Book (Selections) 
Poe’s Selected Tales 
Scott’s Abbot (if not read in other years) 
Scott’s Woodstock (if not read in
other years)
Group 3.
Franklin’s Autobiography 
Group 4.
Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night 
Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice
THIRD YEAR
Required for reading: Five books are 
to be read; two books are to be selected 
from one of the following four groups 
and one book from each of the remaining 
three groups:
Group 1.
Tennyson’s Princess
Tennyson’s Idylls of the King— 
selections including The Coming of 
Arthur, Gareth and Lynette, Lance­
lot and Elaine, The Passing of Arthur 
Wordsworth, Shelley, Keats, Brown­
ing—selections
Burns’s Poems—selections 
Group 2.
George Eliot’s Silas Marner (if not 
previously read)
Scott’s Abbot (if not previously read) 
Scott’s Woodstock (if not previously
read)
Group 3.
Emerson’s Compensation 
Lincoln’s Addresses and Letters—
selections
Ruskin’s Sesame and Lilies 
Stevenson’s An Inland Voyage, and
Travels with a Donkey 
Group 4.
Shakespeare’s Henry V 
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar 
Shakeapeare’s Romeo and Juliet 
Shakespeare’s The Tempest
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IN case of fire at your 
premises, and the con­
sequent destruction 
of some of your 
property, how much
will you collect under your insur­
ance policies? One hundred per 
cent. of the loss? Fifty per cent? 
Eighty per cent?
It seems to be a matter of common belief that
only 80 per cent. of the loss can be collected. This 
is not necessarily true, as full protection can be 
had by carrying enough insurance.
All policies, it may be assumed, contain the 
80-per-cent. average co-insurance clause.
The 80-per-cent. clause reads:
“This company shall not be liable for a greater 
proportion of any loss or damage to the property 
described herein than the sum hereby insured bears 
to eighty percentum of the actual cash value of 
said property at the time such loss shall happen.”
This cause means simply that you must carry 
insurance “equal to or more than” 80 per cent. of 
the value of the property insured.
The following table illustrates:
Value of Minimum amount of insurance
Property which should be carried (with
Insured 80 % clause in policies)
$ 1,000.00 $ 800.00
2,000.00 1,600.00
5,000.00 4,000.00
10,000.00 8,000.00
15,000.00 12,000.00
20,000.00 16,000.00
25,000.00 20,000.00
etc., etc. etc., etc.
A fire-insurance policy is a contract in which the 
insurance company, for a consideration, agrees to 
indemnify the insured against loss by fire. The 
insured can never collect more than the contract 
amount—that is, the amount specified in the 
policies. Nor can the insured ever collect more than 
the amount of the loss.
The following illustrations show how the insured 
fares under varying circumstances:
A. Value of the property insured at
time of fire.................................. $25,000.00
Insurance carried (with 80% clause
written into policies).................. 20,000.00
In case of partial loss, say............. 19,000.00
The insured would receive............. 19,000.00
(In this case, the full amount of 
the loss would be paid by the insur­
ance companies, because the party 
insured complied with the require­
ments as to minimum insurance.)
B. Value of the property insured........$25,000.00
Insurance carried (with 80% clause
written into the policies)............. 20,000.00
In case of partial loss, say.............. 21.000.00
The insured would receive.............. 20,000.00
(The full amount of the policies
would be paid, because the insured 
carried insurance equal in amount 
to the required minimum. The com­
panies never pay more than the 
amount of the policies.)
Where the insurance is carried in several com­
panies, the loss is shared among the companies in 
proportion to the amount of the “risk” they carry. 
If the owner of the property carries insurance 
amounting to less than the minimum required (80 
per cent. of the value of the property insured), then 
he is himself a sharer in the loss, as though he were 
an insurance company.
C. Value of the property insured....... $25,000.00
Insurance carried (with 80% clause
written into the policies)............. 15,000.00
Insurance that should be carried.. . 20,000.00
In case of partial loss, say.............. 14,000.00
Insured would receive 15/20 of loss 10,500.00
D. Value of the property insured.......  $25,000.00
Insurance carried (with 80% clause
written into the policies)............. 15,000.00
In case of partial loss, say.............. 21,000.00
The insured would receive............. 15,000.00
(In this case, the insured would 
receive the full amount of the 
policies, as the amount of the loss 
exhausted the policies.)
In the illustrations cited, the insured carries 
policies amounting to not more than $20,000.00. 
In no event could he ever collect more than 
$20,000.00, even though the loss were more. 
Everything destroyed above the face of the policies 
up to the total loss is loss to the insured by reason 
of his not having enough insurance.
E. Value of the property insured........$25,000.00
Insurance carried (with 80% clause
written into the policies)............ 7,000.00
In case of total loss, the insured
would receive.............................. 7,000.00
F. Value of the property insured........ $25,000.00
Insurance carried (with 80% clause
written into the policies)............. 22,000.00
In case of total loss, the insured
would receive.............................. 22,000.00
G. Value of the property insured.......  $25,000.00
Insurance carried (with 80% clause
written into the policies)............ 25,000.00
In case of total loss, the insured
would receive.............................. 25,000.00
It is thus evident that an owner may have com­
plete protection against fire loss, even though the 
loss be total, by being fully insured.
If the owner wishes to guarantee to carry fully 
100-per-cent. insurance, a 100-per-cent. clause is 
inserted into the policy instead of the 80-per-cent. 
clause, and the premium rate charged is 10 per
cent. less than the regular rate.
H. Value of the property insured......  $25,000.00
Insurance carried (with 100% clause
written into the policies)............. 25,000.00
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In case of partial loss up to........... $25,000.00
The company pays full amount of
the loss.
I. Value of the property insured.......  $25,000.00
Insurance carried (with 100% clause
written into the policies)........... 25,000.00
In case of total loss, the company
pays............................................. 25,000.00
K. Value of the property insured....... $25,000.00
Insurance carried (with 100% clause
written into the policies).......... 17,000.00
In case of loss, total or partial, the 
company pays 17/25 of the loss.
From these few examples, we see that an owner 
may carry insurance equal to or more than the 
full value of the goods insured, and have the 
80-per-cent. or 100-per-cent. clause written into 
the policies. In case of loss, total or partial, the 
full amount of the loss would be paid by the 
insurance companies.
In many lines of business, values are carried at 
more than one location. This occurs, if a firm 
operates more than one factory; if goods are 
stored or carried at several locations; or if goods 
are in the hands of several contractors. Values 
may be transferred from one location to another, 
and the amount at each place changes more or less 
rapidly. Still, the total of values outstanding in all 
locations may be fairly constant.
It is possible to cover such values with specific 
insurance at each location. But this would require 
watching the values at each location, and watching 
the amount of insurance carried at each location. 
Then there is always the danger of being 
caught without any insurance at a new location. 
Again, the values at a given place may be reduced 
for a considerable period below the amount of 
insurance carried, necessitating cancelations at 
the “short rate.”
It is possible to cover all of this merchandise, 
wherever located, under one policy. Such a policy 
is called a “Floater.” If the several buildings 
communicate—that is, if they open into one 
another with standard fire-proof doors or openings, 
the “floater” policy is called a “blanket” policy. 
A blanket policy may be written with the 80-per- 
cent. average co-insurance clause. A floater policy 
(where the buildings do not communicate) always 
contains the 100-per-cent. co-insurance clause. 
The total amount covered by the “floater” depends 
on the individual requirements of the insured.
The policy would be written for, say, $100,000.00 
as the amount of total value covered, “consisting 
principally of..........................................................
manufactured, unmanufactured, and in process of 
manufacture, and on materials and supplies, and 
on other similar merchandise, including boxes, 
packages, samples, labels, and supplies, the prop­
erty of the assured, or held in trust or on commis­
sion, or on storage or for repairs, or on joint account 
with others, or for which the assured may be liable, 
or sold but not delivered or removed, while con­
tained in, on, or about any building in the United 
States.
“It is expressly understood that this policy 
covers goods in transit, but in no case shall this 
company be liable for an amount exceeding 
$20,000.00 in any fire (20 per cent. of the principal 
sum of the policy).
“It is understood and agreed that this policy 
does not cover in the States of Michigan, Massa­
chusetts, Tennessee and Colorado.
“It is understood and agreed that this policy 
does not cover property at No. 1 Main Street, New 
York City” (the main office and factory of the 
assured, which is always excluded).
This means that the total of value outstanding 
in all locations, not covered by specific insurance, 
must not exceed $100,000.00, and that the total 
of values at any one place, not covered by specific 
insurance, must not exceed $20,000.00. If these 
specific amounts are exceeded, either as to the 
total, and/or as to the amount in any one place, 
then the insured is a co-insurer should a loss occur.
For example, the Blank Company might have its 
main office and factory at No. 1 Main Street, New 
York City, and branch factories in Brooklyn, N. Y., 
Newark, N. J., Philadelphia, Pa., Baltimore, Md., 
and Wilmington, Del. In addition, it might have 
goods in the hands of contractors at various 
locations.
The usual practice is to carry specific insurance 
for the amount of minimum values at each loca­
tion, and to carry floater insurance for the balance.
In the case of the Blank Company, values might 
he distributed as follows:
Location
Value of 
Property 
Covered
Amount of 
Specific 
Insurance
Amount
Applying
Under
Floater
No. 1 Main St., N. Y. 
City........................ $400,000.00
Carried
$360,000.00
Policy
Brooklyn, N. Y........ 30,000.00 25,000.00 $ 5,000.00
Newark, N. J........... 25,000.00 15,000.00 10,000.00
Philadelphia, Pa.. . . 80,000.00 50,000.00 30,000.00
Baltimore, Md......... 60,000.00 50,000.00 10,000.00
Wilmington, Del.. . . 20,000.00 20,000.00
Contractor No. 1. . . 15,000.00 5,000.00 10,000.00
Contractor No. 2 . . . 3,000.00 3,000.00
Contractor No. 3. . . 1,500.00 1,500.00
Contractor No. 4. . . 8,000.00 8,000.00
Contractor No. 5. . . 4,500.00 4,500.00
Contractor No. 6. . . 12,000.00 12,000.00
$114,000.00
According to the terms of the policy, the total of 
values outstanding in all locations not covered by 
specific insurance must not exceed $100,000.00. 
Should a fire occur with values as stated above, it 
would mean that the Blank Company is a co-insurer 
under the floater. In case of a fire loss at any plant 
except New York (main factory) or Philadelphia, 
the insured would collect on the floater 100/114 
of the loss, after the specific insurance at that 
location is exhausted.
At the Philadelphia location, the Blank Com­
pany is a co-insurer, not only on the aggregate of 
values, but also as to the individual “cover.” In
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case of fire loss, partial or total, at 
Philadelphia, the Blank Company 
would collect 100/114 of 2/3 of the 
amount of the loss.
If the total of values outstanding
under the floater at all locations were less than 
$100,000.00, but the total, say, at Philadelphia, 
were $30,000.00, the Blank Company would not 
be a co-insurer in case of fire loss, partial or total, 
except at Philadelphia. In case of loss at that 
point, the Blank Company would collect 2/3 of 
the loss, partial or total.
In order to collect the full amount of a fire loss, 
assuming that all other conditions are proper, two 
things are necessary:
1. Enough insurance.
2. Satisfactory records.
If the loss is partial, and the goods are not 
entirely destroyed, it may be possible to collect, 
even though the records kept be very poor. Ah 
inspection of the property can be made, and a 
settlement had on the basis of such inspection.
In the smaller factory towns, however, fire­
fighting capacity is not of the best, and the chances 
for a total loss, once a fire begins, are favorable. 
After a fire, there may be nothing left to inspect 
except a heap of charred ruins. Adequate records 
would then be a material help to a settlement 
satisfactory to the insured.
Records kept may range from the 
most meagre to a well-kept inven­
tory and cost system.
A very simple and valuable record, 
which should be kept by every firm
at every location, is a receiving book. In this are 
recorded in order all items received, showing date, 
name of sender, package or case numbers, etc., etc.
This fixes the items received and the date of 
receipt.
In addition to this, a “shipping book” should be 
kept, showing, daily, all case or package numbers 
of goods sent out. The two records should be 
locked in a fire-proof safe at night, a precau­
tion which is frequently overlooked.
Used in connection with other records, the 
receiving book and the shipping book should prove 
of considerable value in helping fix the amount of 
merchandise inventory at the time of the fire.
In addition to the above records, monthly state­
ments from the accountants, showing estimated 
gross profits, cost of goods sold, Profit and Loss, 
and an estimated Balance Sheet should prove of 
value.
In order to determine for yourself whether or 
not you could collect in full, just assume that a 
fire has occurred at your place of business.
Have you enough insurance? Could you prove 
a loss by your records?
WITH the view of securing greater efficiency and more econom­ical expenditures of the Federal 
Government, President Harding, on 
June 10, 1921, signed a bill known as a 
“Budget and Accounting Act, 1921.” 
The House of Representatives had, in 
June, 1920, arranged its rules of pro­
cedure so that the committee activities 
would conform to the new budget plan 
of administering the Federal finances.
Under the new Act, the President 
becomes the chief financial officer. He 
must submit to Congress, assembled in 
regular session, a budget which will give 
detailed information to that body on the 
following important matters:
(1) Financial conditions of the Trea­
sury at the close of the last completed 
fiscal year; the estimated Treasury con­
ditions at the end of the current year; 
the estimated Treasury conditions at the 
end of the year following the current 
year, if the budget proposals are adopted.
(2) The revenue and expenditure 
statements for the last completed fiscal 
year, and an estimated revenue and 
expenditure statement for the current 
year.
(3) The President’s recommendations 
for meeting the revenue and expenditure 
requirements for the year following the 
close of the current year.
(4) Financial statements and data 
which, in the President’s opinion, will 
assist Congress in determining the finan­
cial and administrative policies of the 
Government in the future.
The Act brings into existence a statis­
tical bureau known as the Bureau of the 
Budget. The Act specifically provides
that this Bureau shall have complete 
authority to make detailed studies and 
examinations of the various Federal 
departments and establishments, and 
make available the data for the Presi­
dent. The Bureau will, at the outset, 
make a comprehensive study of the 
existing activities and business methods 
of all departments and establishments. 
It will then make specific recommenda­
tions on appropriations; assign particu­
lar activities to particular branches of 
the service; and, finally, re-group the 
service where necessary and advisable.
The Bureau is actively at work and, 
from newspaper accounts, seems to be 
giving its first attention to the re-group­
ing of the services, which in turn should 
result in an immediate merging of 
departments and services. The Act also 
specifically directs the Bureau to prepare 
for the President “a codification of all 
laws, or parts of laws, relating to the 
preparation and transmission to Congress 
of receipts and expenditures of the 
Government, and of estimates of appro­
priations.”
The Act gives the President full 
authority to make provision for the 
securing of personnel to make the 
Bureau a working organization.
Another important provision in the 
new Act, which should be of particular 
interest to the accountant, is the creation 
of an independent general accounting 
office with the Controller General of the 
United States at its head. The Controller 
General will take over all the duties now 
performed by the Controller of the 
Treasury and the six auditors of the 
Treasury Department. The Controller
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General will be charged with the inde­
pendent examination of all of the public 
accounts. Up to this time, the adminis­
trative branch of the Government has 
been auditing its own accounts.
Congress, through its committees, is 
also privileged to call on the Controller 
General for information and data which 
will assist in the administration of the 
financial affairs of the Government. 
Heretofore, Congress had tried to check 
up the Federal finances through special 
committees and investigations, without 
any systematic knowledge of the actual 
transactions. The information made 
available by the Controller General 
should be of particular value to the 
committee on appropriations. It is the 
consensus of opinion among professional 
accountants that if Congress and the 
Administration make a reasonable at­
tempt to carry out the provisions of the 
Act, a great forward step will have been 
taken in the administration of the 
Federal business activities.
V. R. KILBOY, formerly a student of 
the Pace Course in New Haven, Conn., 
was recently made auditor and controller 
of the Harrolds Motor Car Company, 
New York City. This company is dis­
tributing agent for the Pierce-Arrow cars 
and trucks in the Metropolitan dis­
trict.
TOWNSEND, DIX & POGSON, ac­
countants and auditors, announce the 
opening of a branch office in Fall River, 
Mass., under the management of M. B. 
Lovelace, C.P.A. (N. Y.). Mr. Lovelace 
is a former Pace student.
Budget 
and Ac­
counting 
Act, 1921
Standard 
Deprecia­
tion Rates
A SHORT time ago, 
Homer S. Pace re­
ceived a letter from 
E. W. McCullough, 
manager of the Fab­
ricated Production 
Department of the 
Chamber of Com­
merce of the United 
States of America, 
concerning stand­
ardizing depreciation rates. Students of 
Accountancy will be interested in Mr. 
McCullough’s letter and in Mr. Pace’s 
reply thereto.
Mr. McCullough’s letter follows:
June 21, 1921.
“Mr. Homer S. Pace,
“Pace 8s Pace,
“30 Church Street,
“New York, N. Y.
“Dear Sir:
“In connection with the various claims 
and disputes arising over depreciation 
rates, do you think it would help matters 
if standard rates of depreciation by 
industries were worked out in coopera­
tion with the Treasury Department?
“This was done by the Ice Industry, 
and the following rates for wear-out 
depreciation were determined:
per cent.
For wooden natural ice-houses
and wooden storehouses.... 64/10
Ice-House, Harvesting and 
hoisting machinery, including 
conveyors, hoists, merrimacs, 
basin saws, etc., and power- 
plants for same, elevators.. . 9 1/2
Machinery of steam-driven 
manufacturing plants............. 7 1/10
Machinery of electric-driven
manufacturing plants............. 7 3/10
Frame Buildings......................... 5
Brick Buildings......... ............ 2 1/2
Concrete Buildings................ 2
**Horses...................................... 15 4/10
Harness..................................... 16 2/12
Wagons and other horse-drawn
vehicles.................................... 14 3/10
Automobiles................................ 22 5/10
Motor Trucks...............  22 2/10
 Sundry delivery equipment.... 15
*In case of bad water, this figure 
is to be increased up to 7 6/10 per cent. 
as a maximum.
**In case of Southern States, where a 
different grade of vehicle and horse is 
used, these figures become 20 per cent. 
for vehicles.
“Our last information from the Chair­
man of the Depreciation Committee of 
the Ice Industry is to the effect that 
these rates are working out well; that 
they do not, of course, cover all cases; 
and that where the ice manufacturer 
has been able to prove greater deprecia­
tion, the Treasury Department has so 
allowed it.
“At the time of this writing, the 
Treasury Department is reluctant to 
extend group depreciation to other 
industries, and before taking the matter 
up further with the Treasury Depart­
ment, we desire to ascertain the attitude 
of prominent men in the accounting 
profession as to whether such group
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depreciation rates would likely minimize 
the friction between taxpayers and the 
Treasury Department over rates of 
depreciation.
“A statement of your views will aid us 
considerably in shaping our future 
negotiations with the Treasury Depart­
ment.
“Very truly yours,
“E. W. McCullough,
“Manager, Fabricated Production
Department.”
To this letter Mr. Pace replied:
June 24, 1921. 
“E. W. McCullough, Esq.,
“Manager, Fabricated Production Dept., 
“Chamber of Commerce of the 
“United States of America,
“Mills Building,
“Washington, D. C.
“Dear Mr. McCullough:
“Your letter of June 21st, in regard to 
standardizing depreciation rates, is be­
fore me. Depreciation, as I understand 
the term, is' the lessening in the value of 
fixed assets due to use, obsolescence, 
deterioration from the elements, extrac­
tion of natural resource, or the effluxion 
of time. The term is preferably limited 
to the lessening in value of assets of a 
physical nature that are used for capital 
purposes.
“The thing to keep in mind is the 
physical nature of the asset and the fact 
that the nature of the use and care, the 
progress of invention, and changes in 
fashion, all may have a bearing in a 
particular instance. It will be readily 
admitted that, due to variance in these 
factors, many assets will depreciate more 
rapidly in one concern than another.
“It follows, therefore, that we can 
work to averages so far as an industry is 
concerned and, to some extent, so far 
as the community is concerned. In 
comparing depreciation in a particular 
factory, however, with an average rate, 
we may find a wide variance between the 
average rate and the one that should be 
applied to the particular case. The 
danger of accepting an average rate as 
indicative of the facts in a particular 
case is, therefore, quite apparent.
“My own opinion, which has not 
changed since I was in charge of the 
Income Tax Unit, is, that tables of 
average depreciation rates, when they 
conform to the general experience in a 
trade or industry, are of use for general 
guidance, but can not be accepted as 
controlling in any particular instance. 
The average life of a man may be thirty- 
three years, but the average does not 
apply to the poor chap who died at 
twenty, or to the man who is still paying 
his income tax at sixty. Herein lies the 
fallacy of using an average to determine 
a particular instance.  
“Respectfully yours,
HOMER S. PACE.”
Mr. McCullough replied to Mr. Pace’s 
letter, as follows:
June 28, 1921.
“Mr. Homer S. Pace,
“Pace Institute of N. Y.,
"30 Church Street,
“New York, N. Y.
“Dear Sir:
“We thank you for the careful state­
ment of your feeling toward the desira­
bility of working out uniform rates of 
depreciation for a given industry, in 
cooperation with the Treasury Depart­
ment. The desired gain, as we see it in 
such an application, will be the oppor­
tunity to present to the Treasury 
Department, in an adequate and con­
vincing manner, the depreciation facts 
holding good in any industry, and which 
can not be covered by such haphazard 
field audits as now exist. As you state, 
such average depreciation rates are of 
use for general guidance, and can not be 
accepted as controlling in any particular 
instance.
“Again expressing appreciation of your 
courtesy toward this Department,
“Very truly yours,
“E. W. McCullough
“Manager, Fabricated Production
Department.”
ALFRED N. DEROUIN, a former 
student of the Pace Courses, was, on 
July 1, 1921, elected president of Carter, 
Macy & Co., Inc., 142 Pearl Street, New 
York City. Carter, Macy & Co., Inc., 
are international tea merchants, the 
largest organization of the kind in the 
United States.
Mr. Derouin, who is now only thirty- 
two years old, has had an exceptionally 
broad business experience. He was with 
the Standard Oil Company of New York 
in the Far-Eastern field for several years, 
where he became thoroughly familiar 
with the trade conditions in the tea- 
producing countries. Later, Mr. Derouin 
was associated with G. Amsinck & 
Company, as special representative in 
Mexico City. He then went with Carter, 
Macy & Co., Inc., as auditor. He 
became, successively, treasurer, vice- 
president, and director-in-charge of this 
organization. On July 1 of this year, 
R. P. Tinsley resigned as president of 
Carter, Macy & Co., Inc., and Mr. 
Derouin was chosen by the board of 
directors to succeed him. The Pace 
Student congratulates Mr. Derouin 
upon his deserved success.
CHARLES F. IGEL, JR., Class C-1405, 
Pace Institute, New York, has accepted 
a position as cashier with the Com­
mercial Investment and Trust Company, 
347 Madison Avenue, New York City. 
Mr. Igel was formerly in the Auditing 
Department of the International 
Y.M.C.A.
DANIEL L. GIBBONS, Class D-1505, 
Pace Institute, New York, has been 
appointed office manager of the Callo­
phone Company, 151 Grand Street, New 
York City. Formerly, Mr. Gibbons was 
assistant cost accountant with the 
National Conduit and Cable Company, 
in their Hastings, N. Y., office.
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THE following excerpts from a letter 
by Homer S. Pace to A. L. Evans, 
of Logtown, Mississippi, a student 
in the Extension Division of Pace Insti­
tute, will be of interest to many students 
in residence:
“Accountancy, in my judgment, dur­
ing the last twenty years, has developed 
more rapidly than any of the older pro­
fessions, such as law, engineering, and 
medicine. Reputable practitioners to­
day outnumber reputable practitioners 
of twenty years ago, easily, ten to one, 
and, possibly, in a greater ratio. The field 
has been immeasurably enlarged by 
Federal and state taxation on income, 
and by the general recognition of the 
need of professional examinations and 
audits of financial transactions. Hun­
dreds, and even thousands, of men have 
found in Accountancy the means to pro­
fessional and financial standing. This 
broad view is bound to give encourage­
ment to any one who is willing to make 
professional preparation of the right 
sort, and to acquire experience at the 
temporary sacrifice, it may be, of income.
“On the other hand, if one confines 
his attention chiefly to instances of 
questionable practice, of misleading 
advertisements of schools, and to the 
personal difficulties that many reputable 
young practitioners find in establishing 
themselves, one is apt to become dis­
couraged with the progress. It is 
altogether a question of whether one 
wants to be governed by the funda­
mental facts or by superficial circum­
stances.
“Consider the professions of law and 
medicine. Some years ago, it was stated 
that the average income of a physician 
was approximately $600 a year, and it 
certainly would be a rash person who 
would predict that the average income 
of a young lawyer would be as much for 
the first few years of his practice. If 
one were to determine the desirability 
of either one of these professions on the 
basis of freedom from financial and other 
difficulties during the first few years of 
professional practice, there certainly 
would be no recruits to either profession, 
and in the course of time, the world 
would have to move along without the 
comfort of pills and legal processes.
“Accountancy, you should also re­
member, has a private practice as well 
as a public practice. The majority of 
men who receive Accountancy training 
of the right sort sooner or later serve 
private business organizations on a 
salaried basis, as controllers, treasurers, 
and auditors. Practically, the same pro­
fessional knowledge is required for suc­
cess as an executive accountant as for 
success in public practice, and this great 
field of private employment is con­
stantly absorbing a large proportion of 
men who acquire professional efficiency 
in matters of organization and ac­
counting.
“There is no easy road to success in 
business or in any profession. Success 
requires general education, technical 
education, planning, industry, and un­
limited energy. When all of these things 
are used in support of the work of 
Accountancy, and when they are accom­
panied by reasonable natural aptitude
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and a reasonably favorable personality, 
success comes as easily as, or more easily 
than, in the majority of callings. We 
can say this for Accountancy without 
exaggeration and without misstatement.
“The practice of Accountancy localizes 
to the larger centers of population. In 
normal times, it is usually practicable 
for one with suitable theoretical training 
and personality to secure an opportunity 
for experience if he is willing to come to 
one of the larger cities with funds to 
support himself a reasonable length of 
time. We are now in a depressed period, 
and for several months, I have been 
advising students to avoid vocational 
adjustments and transfers. It is not a 
good time to seek a new vocational 
opportunity and to take the risks that 
naturally attend the acceptance of a 
new position.”
F. M. KELLEY, Class D-1509, Pace 
Institute, New York, has accepted a 
responsible position in the Accounting 
Department of the Engineering Service 
Company, 50 Church Street, New York 
City.
F. H. SCHMUCKER, a former student 
in Semester C, Pace Institute, New 
York, is now doing junior and semi- 
senior work on the staff of Harvey, 
Fuller & Company, certified public 
accountants, New York City. Mr. 
Schmucker was formerly a junior 
accountant on the staff of Ernst & 
Ernst, in their Richmond, Va., office.
WALTER E. PAUL, a graduate of Pace 
Institute, New York, in June, 1917, has 
associated himself with Crockett, Couch- 
man & Crawford, certified public 
accountants (Mo.), as manager of their 
New York office, 350 Madison Avenue, 
New York City. Mr. Paul was formerly 
office manager for Lewis Murphy & 
Company, public accountants, New 
York City.
THE PACE STUDENT is in receipt of 
the Rider College Journal, published by 
Rider College, Trenton, N. J. The maga­
zine contains many interesting data 
concerning the work of Rider College, 
together with photographs of the activi­
ties of the various student organizations. 
The Pace Standardized Course in 
Accountancy and Business Administra­
tion is taught at Rider College.
DONALD M. McQUEENEY, a former 
member of class D-1502, Pace Institute, 
New York, has been promoted to a posi­
tion on the auditing staff of the United 
Gas and Electric Engineering Corpora­
tion, 61 Broadway, New York City. 
Mr. McQueeney entered the employ of 
the United Gas and Electric Engineering 
Corporation three years ago as a book­
keeper. Mr. McQueeney’s duties have 
taken him out of town so frequently that 
he has found it necessary to complete his 
study by Extension through the mails.
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A SEMESTER E student pro­pounds the following:“The other day, a friend and I 
were discussing the respective liabilities 
of the maker and the certifying bank on 
a certified check. Let me cite a specific 
case. X, a merchant, buys goods from 
Y and gives him his check in payment 
of the goods. Subsequently, Y, the 
payee, goes to the drawee bank and has 
this check certified. Three days later, 
the certifying bank fails. Now, my 
friend’s contention is, that since the 
payee chose to have the bank become 
primarily liable on the check, he, the 
payee, has no recourse to the maker 
when the bank failed. I differ with my 
friend, and argue along the reasoning 
that the drawer of an ordinary draft is 
hot released when the acceptor fails to 
meet payment of the same, and that 
subsequent holders have a recourse to, 
and may collect from, the drawer the 
full amount of the draft. I further 
reason that since the drawer of a draft 
is not released when the acceptor fails 
to meet it, the maker of a check is not 
absolutely released on a certified check 
when the certifying bank fails, whether 
such check is certified at the maker’s 
request or the payee’s request.
“I should appreciate your opinion on 
the point, and also if you would cite one 
or more decisions on the law involved.
“If it is consistent with the policy of 
The Pace Student, I should request that 
you write me on this point, and if you 
deem the question of general interest, 
you may print same in The Pace Student.”
The answer given by Mr. Alfred F. 
Upson, LL.M., of the Law Faculty of 
Pace Institute, New York, follows:
“The solution to the question con­
tained in your recent letter to The Pace 
Student, may be found in the following:
“When Y, the payee of the check in 
question, presented it for certification, 
it made the bank (drawee) the principal 
debtor; it discharged X, the drawer, and 
it enabled the check, thereafter, to circu­
late as the evidence or representative of 
so much cash in the bank, payable to the 
holder on demand, Carnegie Trust Co. 
v First National Bank, 213 N.Y. 301.
“The reasons for this are well summed 
up in the case of Minot v Russ, 156 
Massachusetts Reports 458;' the lan­
guage of the court being, in part, as fol­
lows: ‘When the payee, or holder, of the 
check presents it for certification, the 
bank knows that this is done for the 
convenience or security of the holder. 
The holder could demand payment if he 
chose, and it is only because, instead of 
payment, the holder desires certification, 
that the bank certifies the check instead 
of paying it x x x x the certification of 
a check is not, in all respects, like the 
making of a certificate of deposit, or the 
acceptance of a bill of exchange x x x x 
and that the effect of it depends upon the 
person who, in his own behalf of his own 
benefit, induces the bank to certify it. 
The weight of authority is, that if the 
drawer x x x x gets the check certified, 
and then delivers it to the payee, the 
drawer is not discharged; but that if the 
payee, or holder x x x x gets it certified 
instead of getting it paid, then the 
drawer is discharged.”
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on
Certified
Check
New Fall Classes in
Accountancy and Business
Administration—day and 
evening classes—are now be­
ing organized at Pace Insti­
tute, Washington, Boston, Newark, and 
New York. Early enrolment is urged, par­
ticularly for the September classes, in order that appli­
cants may not be excluded from the limited number of 
classes that will be formed.
Men and women trained in the Pace Course are making good every­
where in responsible, executive positions. They are making good, 
because they know thoroughly those principles on which all busi­
ness is based—principles of Accounting, Law, Management, eco­
nomics, and Finance. Their study has given them definite, usable 
training; it has been productive study.
Write now for literature descriptive of the work of Pace Institute, 
and for information concerning the opening dates of the September 
classes. Ask particularly for “Making Good,” a 40-page booklet 
full of helpful information about men and women, trained in the 
Pace Course, who are now practicing accountants or executives in 
responsible business positions.
Pace & Pace
NEW YORK, 30 Church Street
WASHINGTON BOSTON NEWARK
715 G Street, N. W. Tremont Temple 24 William Street
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